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Robert G. Deissler
Relatiom were analytically obtained for the prediction of radial
distributions of velocity and temperature for .fully developed. laminar
flow d gases and ai?liquid mbtals in tubes with fluid proyetiies
variable along the radius. The relations are ap@icable to loth heat-
ing and cooling of the fluid. By use of the relations for velocity and.
temperature distributions, relations were obtained smong Nusselt number,
friction ~emmeter, and ratio of wall to bulk temperature.
The lTmselt number and friction Qarameter were found to be inde-
~endent of Reynolds nuniberand Prandtl numler. The effects d ratio of
wall to bulk tem~erature on Nusselt nuniberad friction parameter could
be eliminated by evaluating the fluid properties at s~ecified tempera-
tures in the fluid.
INTRODUCTION
Most of the analyses M laminar flow and heat transfer in tubes,
for instance the Uniform-wall-temperatme solution given in reference 1,
have been carried out under the assumption that the fluid properti- do
not vary with temperature. Somewhat more work on variable fluid prop-
erties has been done for the laminar houndez’ylayer of a flat ylate.
(See, for instmce, references 2 ~ 3)” In reference 4) velocity
distributions for laminsr flow in tubes with variable viacosity and some
approximatee relations for temperature distributions and heat-transfer
coefficients ue given.
In the anal@ical investigation reported herein, which was con-
ducted in the NACA Lewis laboratory, both velocity and tenrgaraturedis-
tributions are obtained for fully developed laminar flow in tubes of
gases and of liquid metals with variable fluid pro~erties. These
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relations are applicable to both heating and cooling of the fluid. By
use of these velocity and temperature distributions, Nusselt numbers
.
and friction parameters are obtained. The results should be applicable
to flow at points where the ratio d distance frmn entrance to diameter
of the tube is on the order of one–twentieth of the Reynolds nmiber or
greater.
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SYMBOIS
The following symlolE are used in the report:
specific heat d fluid at constant pressure, (Btu)/(lb)(%)
inside diemeter of tube, (ft)
exponent, value of which depends on Variation of ~scosltY of
fhid with temperature
fricti~ factor, 2T0/(Pub2)
friction factor with density evaluated at ~
friction factor with densi~ &aluat@i at wall temperature
acceleration due to gratity, (32.2 ft/~ec2)
heat-transfer coefficient, ~/(to - %), (Btu)/(sec)(sQft)(~)
thermal conductivity of fluid, (Btu)(ft)/(see)(sq ft)(%)
thermal conductivity of fluid evaluatd at ~,
(Btu)(f*)/(see)(sg ft)(~)
thermal conductivity of fluid evaluated at to,
(Btu)(f*)/(see)(sq ft)(OF)
IWsselt
IWsselt
IWw3elt
IWsselt
X’ranatl
nm%er, hD/k
number with conductivity evaluated at ~
number with cofiuctitity evaluated at t=
nuaiberwith conductivity evaluated at to
number, cpW/k
.
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rate of heat transfer toward tube center per unit sxea,
(Btu)/(see)(sq ft))
rate of heat trsmsfer at wall t- tube center per unit area,
(Btu)/(see)(Eq ft))
dhensionless heat-transfer parmeter, q/~
radius, distance from tube center, (ft)
inside tube radius, (ft)
dhensionless radius prameter, r/r.
Reynolds nuuiber,pu#/p
Reynolds numler with density and viscosity evaluated at tx
Reynolds nuniherwith density and viscosity evaluated at wall
absolute temperature, (%)
bulk or average static tempe,ratureof flu3d at cross section
of tube, (OR)
temperature in fluid, x(to - tb) + %, (~)
almolute wall temperature, (%)
dimensiorilesstemperature parameter, t/t.
Mmens ionless bulk-teqerature parameter, tJtO
velocity parallel to axis & tule, (ft/eec)
lnilJsor average velocity at cross section of tube, (ft/see)
dimensionless velocity P=mter, pou/(Toro)
MmOnsionless bulk velocity Tar-ter, woul/(r@o)
number
distance from tu%e entrance, (ft)
dimensionless parameter, k@ O/(q@O)
—-—z .——
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friction parmeter, T@?O/(~)
friction pummeter with viscosity evaluated at to
friction parmneter tith viscosity evaluated at tx
abeolute tiscosity of fluid, (lb-sec/sqft)
absolute viecosity of fluid
a%solute viscosity of fluid
mass density, (11-sec2/ft4)
evaluated at ~, (lb-sec/sq ft)
at wall, (lb-sec/sq ft)
bulk or”average
mass density of
shear stress in
sheer stress in
density at cross section of tube, (lb-sec2/ft4)
fluid at wall, (lb-sec2/sqft4)
fluid, (13/sqft)
fmia at wall, (11/sqft)
.
ANALYSIS
In the present analysis, equaticms for the velocity and temperature
.
distribwbions in a leminar streamof gases or of liquid metals through
a tube are derived for the fully developed loundery layer. 1I% these
equations, relations for the Nusselt nwnber and friction factor are
o~tained.”
Assumptions. - The
assumptions hold:
Flow of (%80s
analysis for gases applies when the following
1. The velocity u. at any given distence from the wall is inde-
pendent of distance along the tube. This assumption holds for fully
developed flow when the rate of density ohange in the direction along
the tube is small. The effect of density change becomes less important
as the velocity is increas@. zamlnar flow cem exist at these velocities
if’the tube diemeter is small.
2. The temperature difference
‘o -
t at any distance from the
wall is independent of distance along the tube. This condition holds
for fully developed temperature distributions with uniform longitudinal
I!MC!ATN 2410 5
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distribution of heat transfer in tie tube when the fluid pro~erties are
constant and holds for variable pro~erties when the heat-transfer rate
varies slightly along the tube.
3. I?rictionalheating effects can be neglected. These effects sre
small when the Mach nuniberfor the flow is small compe,r~ with unity;
the Mach number is generally small when laminer flow through a tube
exists.
4. The viscosity, the thermal conductivity, and the density vary
with temperature; the specific heat and the Prandtl nuder ere constant.
The variations with temperature of the s~ecific heat and the Frandtl
nuniberof gases sre of a lower order of magnitude than the variation of
viscosity, thermal conductivity, and density.
5. Heat transfer by conduction in the gas in the direction along
the tube can be neglected. This heat transfer is generally small com-
pared with that trensfemed by convection along the tube except for very
small velocities.
Velocity distributions. - For laminar flow the shear stress is pro-
portional to the velocity gradient, or
(1)
The relation for the variation of shear stress with radius for unaccel-
erated flow (sssumption 1) is obtatied ty equating the shear forces to
the pressure forces acting on a cylinder of fhid of arbitrery radius
and differential length (r<erence 5). ThiE relation gives
r
T=-ro~
I?romequations (1) and (2)
(2)
(3)
In order to convert this equation to df-nsionless form, the follow-
quantities are introduced:
U,r l-w
– T&-o
r:_L
= r.
(4)
(5)
.— —-. —.— . - ——— ..-. — —...—_ __
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Equation (3) %ecanes, when written in dimensionless form,
The variation
temperature can be
of the form
of the viscosity of a gas
shown from viecosity data
(6)
or
to
(7)
liquid metal with
be given by an equation
(8)
Substituting this value for p/pn in equation (7) and separating
vmiables results in
au! = -Iml
t~d
Integration of this equation between a point in the fluid and the wall
results in
ru’ = L @lt,dr’ (9)
In
be
order to solve this equation, the relation between t‘ end r’ must
obtained. This relatfon is obtained in the following section.
Tenqerature distributions. - For obtaining temperature distri-
butions, a heat balance is fIrst written for an annulus of fluid with
inside radius r, outside radius r + dr, and length dz. The heat
entering the outer cylinder of the annulus is 2fi(r+ dr)(q + dq)dz end
the heat leaving the inner cylinder is 2Ytr q dz. The net heat trans-
ferred into the annulw through the cylinders is, if’clifferentlah of
higher order than the first are neglected, 2Ytdz(rdq + qdr) or
2Yt[a(rq)~r]dr dz. The heat transferred through the ends of the annulus
by conduction is neglected (assumption 5). The heat picked up by fluid
passing through the annulus is 2Ycr dr pgu Cp dt or
2Ytrdrdz ~gu:pat/az. The heat balance can then be written as
I?ACATiT2410
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The heat balance for.the whole cross section of the
~
2fir. go = firo2N pb % ~ c~ ~pz
or
l?romassumption 2,
or
a(to- t) o
az =
.,
a+’o at %—=—x =az az
7
(10)
(11)
tube is
(u)
.
Dividing equation (10) by equation (11) and using condition (12) and
constant Cp (assumption 4) give
b
~ a(rr ~/Q)
z *r
The static pressure is uniform across
law,
:=
=r, pu
—— (13)
% ‘b
the tube. lWom the perfect gas
tb
T
(14)
Substituting equation (14) in equation (X3) and Integrating produce
or
(15)
— . ..— —— -——— —.——
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Another expression for q! is obtained = follows: The law for
heat conduction is
Equation (16) cap be
~
=k~
written in d.tmensionless form SE
where
with
heat
the assumptions
(aasurqtion4),
conductivitymust be
of the vclscosity,or
(16)
(17)
(18)
of constant Prandt1 number ~a
the law for the variation with
constant specifio
temperature of the
the same EM the law for variation with temperature
aok t =ttd—=‘o ~
Substitution of equation (19)
Equating equation (15) to
12
—.—
rl rl
(19)
.
into equation (17) gives
.
~’ =
~tld d&
equation (20) gives
Jr’
This equation can he integrated to give
(20)
(21)
In order to solve equation (21), tb’, ub’, @ u’ ~t be
obtained in terms of t’ and r’.
2 9
or
Wmilarly,
Jr. tpu raro
%= r.
f
pu rar
o
Jro Uraro
PO =
2
ro2
Jo
or
Emmequatione (23) and (25)
%’. ~ 1
Ub‘ 21
J o
Urar
(22)
(24)
(26)
When equation (26) and the value for
tuted in equation (21), there results
u~ from eqpation (9) me substi-
.-. .—— ._
.——
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(27)
Equation (27) gives the relation between t‘ and r‘ for various
values of A for leminar flow of gases. The equation can be solved ly
the methd of iteration; that is, an assumed relation letween t‘ and
rl is substituted.into the right-hand side of the equation end new
values are calculated by solv=tngthe equation. The new values me then
sulmtituted into the equation and the process is re~eated. After the
relation between t‘ and r’ for each value of A hes been obtained
from equation (27),
from equation (9).
Assumptions. -
analysis of laminar
the relation between u’ and r’ can be obtained
Flow of LhIuid MetaM
Assumptions 1, 2, 3, and 5, which were used in the
flow of gases, are also used in the analysis of
laminar flow of liquid metals in tubes. Assumption 4 is altered, how-
ever, inasmuch as the variations with temperature of the density and the
thermal conductivity for most liquid metals are small com~ared with the
variations of v-iscosity. ~ the present an.alysis, it @ -SU~ that
only the viscosity varies with temperature.
Velocity distributions. - In the derivation of equation (9) for
velocity distributions in gas flow, variable density and thermal con-
ductivity did not enter the enalysis. Equation (9) therefore applies
also to liquid metals.
Temperature distributions. - The analysis of temperature distribu-
tions for liquid metals is the same as that for gases except that P/~
.
.
in equation (13) and k/k. in equation (17) are both set equal to 1.
The equation for temperature distributions is, with these alterations,
—
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This equation
dimensionless
from
can he solved. in
bulk temperature
~1 (28)
the same way as equation (27). The
~‘ for liquid metals is calculated
(29)
rather than from equation (23), which was used for gases.
Nusselt Nunibem and Eriction Parameters
Nusselt numbers. - The IWsselt number with the conductivity evalu-
ated at the wall temperature is defined w
(30)
~rhere
h
Erom equations (30) and (31) and the definition of ~ in equation (18),
———— —..———
.-. —.
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‘“0 = &
(32)
where ~ ~ is o’btainedfrom equations
from equations (28), (9), end (29) for
Similarly the IWsselt nmiber with
bulk temperature is
(23), (9), ma (27) for gases or
liquid metals.
the conductivity evaluated at the K
2
‘Ub = A(l - ~’) t#
AU arbitrary temperature b the fl~d t= ~ deftied bY
tx. ~+x(to -t%)
or
t
-3. ~’+x(l -t-J)
‘o
(33)
(34)
(35)
where x ti same nuniber. The Iiusseltnumber with the conductivity
.
evaluated at tx is
Nux =
2
A(l - tb’)(tx/to)a
(36) -
Friction pm ameters. - !Ihe
emluated at the wall temperate is
or
friction parameter with the viscosity
defiiiedas
(37)
(38)
where ~‘ iS calculated from equatio~ (25), (9), ~d (27) or (28).
The friction peremeter with the viscosity evaluated at any teqerature
~ is, then
8X =
1 (39)
~ ‘(qto)d
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The conventional friction factor with density evaluated at the wall
fo can le shown, from the definitions of fo, 50) and Reo, to be
given by
or
Conventional Velocity- and Temperature-DistrilnrbionParametem
The conventional velocity-distribution~smmeter u/ub can be
written as
(40)
(41)
(42)
where u‘ is calculated from equation (9) and u~’ is calculated from
equations (25), (9), and (27) for gases> or equations
for liquid metals.
Shdlarly the temperature+listributionparameter
be written a8
to- t l-t1
—=
‘0-%) l-~1
where t‘ is calculated from equation (27) for gases
(25),(9), and (28)
(to-t)/(to-~) can
(43)
or equation (28)
for liqzid metals, and ~’ is calculated from equation (23) or (29).
S~ecial Case of Un3form I?luidl?ro~erties
Equations (9) and (27) or (28) can he integrated for the special
case where the fluid -pro~ertieswe constmt bY settQ! the ~lue of t‘
on the right-hand sides d these equations equal to 1. The resu.ltiof
these integrations are
U! = *(1 - r12) (44)
— —.— -.. —.—__—.._—. .— —.
dtl=l+ 2 )r14-rr+ 4
Also, ~’ is found hy integration of equation (25) to be
and, from equation (29),
%1’= 1-si
I&m equations (32) and (47), the Nusselt nuuiberis
N-u=g
I&em equations (38) and (46)
b =4
and, from equations (40) and (49), the friction factor is
f 16
= R~
I?ACA’I!I?2410
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)
(50)
RESULTS AKD DISCUSSION
Leminax Flow of Gases
Velocity and.temperature distributions. -Velocity and.temperature
distributions for fullx developed lmdnsr flow of”gases in tubes with
variable fluid properties are ~hown h figures 1 & 2, respectively.
The pofiles were calculated from equations (42) and (43), where the
various quantities in the equations were calculated.as indicated titer
the equations. The exponent d was found from tiscosity data to have
an average value of 0.68 for ah and most conmon gases for temperatures
between 0° and 20000F.
It is seen from figure 1 that heat addition to the gas sharpenea
the yeak of the velocity ~rofile in the central portion of the tube,
whereas heat extraction causes a flattening of the profile at the center
of the tube. These results agree qualitativelywith the sketch given in
reference 6 (p.I_86). Inasmuch as the viscosity of a gas increases with tern-
peratuxe, the viscosity near the wti for heat addition is greater than
that near the center of the tube so that the gas is-sluwetidown near the
wall and accelerated in the center of the tube for heat additionto the
ii
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gas. The opposite effect Is produced for heat extraction from the gas.
The veriation of density across the tube apparently has a smaller effect
on the velocity distributions than does the variation of viscosity.
The changes in sharpness of the temperature yrofile at the tute
center with heat addition and extraction, as indicated in figure 2, are
in the same direction as those for velocity pral?ilesbecause the thermal
conductivity veries in the same way with temperature as does the viscos-
ity. The shapes of velocity and temperature profiles for leminar flow,
however, d~fer somewhat in contrast to turbulent flow where velocity
and temperature profiles are stiilsr (reference 7). Altho@ eqw-
tions (1) and (16) have the same form, the shear stress varies linearly
with radius whereas the heat transfer per unit area does not, and hence
the shape of the velocity and temperate profiles mey he expected to
differ. In turbulent flow the profiles are so flat that it makes little
difference what sssumpticms sre used for the variations of shear stress
and heat trsnsfer with radius.
Nusselt numlers and friction pamme ters. - Nusselt numibersand
friction parameters are plotted as functions of tO/tb in fi~es 3 ~
4, respectively. The Nmselt numbers were calculated from equa-
tions (32), (33), and (36) and the friction pm?ameters were calculated
from equations (38) and (39). It is seen from the figures that the
parameters vary considerablywith tO/tb when the fltid propetiies are
r evaluated at either the wall temperature or the bulk temperature. The
effect of tO/tb on the parameters can, however, be nearly eliminated
by evaluating the conductivity in the Nusselt number at
‘-0.27 = -0.27(to-~) + ~ snd by evaluating the viscosity in the fric-
tionpemmeter at
‘0.58 = 0.58(to-tb)+ tb. The fluid properties in
the Nwselt ntier must be evaluated at a different temperature than that
at which the fluid propetiies in the friction parameter are evaluated,
inasmuch as the velocity and temperate profiles ere dissimilar and the
bulk velocity and the bulk temperature are weighted differently (see
equations (22) and (24)).
Laminar Flow of Liquid Metals
Velocity and temperature distributions. - The velocity and tempera-
ture distributions for laminar flow of liquid metals shown in figures 5
and 6 were calculated in the same way as were those for gases. The
exponent d wss found from the limited viscosity data available for
liquid metals to have an average value of alout -1.6 for lead, bismuth,
and sodium potassium alloy at temperatures between 300° and 15000 F.
The changes in velocity-profile shapes shown in fi~e 5 ere
opposite to those for laminer flow of gases, because the variation
16 ITA!2Am? 241.o
tith tamperatwe of the viscosity of liquid metals is opposite to that
d gases. It is seen h figure 6 that the effect of tO/tb on the
sha~e of the temperature ~ofile is slight for liquid metals, because
the thermal conductivity is consider&l constant, so that any change in
the temperature distribution must le caused by variation of viscosity.
Wsselt nunibersand.friction parameters. - Iiusseltntiers and
frtction psrametera ae plotted es functions of tO/~ in figures 7 and
8, respecti~ly.
The curves ti f@ure 7 show that the friction parameter can be made
substantially independent of to/~ by evaluating the v-iscosity at
too~ = o.54(t@~) + ~. This temperature is close to the temperature
used for evaluating the viscosity in the friction paremetera for gases.
The curve in figure 8 shows the variation of Nusselt number tith
to/~ for li~tia mdala. The effect of t@b on the I?usseltnunibers
cannot ‘beeliminated.as in the case of friction parameters, inasmch as
the thermal conductivity of liquid metals is assumed not to mxry with
temperature. The ~iation of Nusselt number wtth tO/~ is caused by
the variation of viscosity with temperature and can be nearly eliminated
by multiplying the I?usseltnumbers in figure 8 by the empirical correction -
for liquids usuaILy given in the literature (~/wb)O” 14. (See, for
example, reference 6, p. 190.) The fact that the Nusselt nmiber for .
liquid metals varies with to/~ indicates that Nusselt numbers for gases
are probably affected by variation of viscosity as well as variation of
conductivity. Evaluating the conductivity at a certain temperature In
order to eliminate the effect of to/~ 6e- to be OtiY a convenient way
of presenting the results.
Ccmpsrison of Lsminsr and’Turbulent Flow of Gases
A comparison of lsminar and turbulent flow of gases is given in
figures 9 and 10.
In figure 9 are shuwn calculated laminsr Nusselt numbers frcm the
present investigateion and calculated turbulent Nusselt numbers for a
fiandtl nmiber of 1 frcm reference 7. The lsminsr Nusselt number is
imle~endent of the Reynolds and Prandtl nunibers,whereas the turbulent
Nusselt number is dependent on them. In order to eliminate the effects
of %/% the fluid properties including the density in the Nusselt and
Reynolds nuuibersare evaluated at the average of the wall sad bulk temper-
atures to.5 for turbulent heat transfer and at a temperature between
the bulk temperate and the temperature at the center of the tube t-o.27
for lanrhmr heat transfer. The fluid properties for heat transfer in tke
transition region should evidently be evsluated at temperatures between
these two.
.——
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Zn figure 10, the laminar friction factors were calculated from
equation (41) and the turbulent friction factom were taken fran refer-
ence 7. The laminar friction factor f is independent of Prandtl
number. (The laminar friction pmmeter b is inde~endent of both
R@nolds and Rrandtl num%ers.] For friction factors, the fluid prop-
erties including the density for both laminar and _@rlxilentflow are
evaluated at temperatures close to the average of the wall and bulk
temperatures.
SUMMARY OFREWIECS
The following results were obtained from an
gation of laminar flow in tubes:
1. Teriation of fluid propetiies across the
.and@ical investi-
tures for laminar flow
of gases caused a sharpeni@ of the peak of the velocity and temperature
profiles at the center of the tube for heat addition to the gas W
a flattening of these profiles for heat extraction.
2. Variation of fluid properties across the tube for laminar flow
of liquid metals caused a flattening of the velocity profile at the cen-
ter of the tube for heat addition to the liquid metal and a sharpening
of the profile for heat extraction. Variation of fluid ~roperties had
but a sli@t effect on the temperature profile for liquid metals.
3. The effects of ratio of wall to bulk temperature on Nusselt
numlem and friction parameters for leminar flow with variable fluid
properties could be eliminated by evaluating the fluid propetiies h
these quantities at various temperatures in the fluid.
4. The velocity aui temperature profiles, as well as Nusselt nmher
and friction parameter, were independent of Reynolds and Frandtl number
for fully develo~ed laminer flow with fluid Wopetiies that varied
across the tube.
National AdWlsory Ccmmittee for Aeronawblcs,
Lewis Flight Propulsion ~boratory,
Cleveland, Ohio, Feb~ 1, 1951.
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flow of liquid metals in tubes.
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Fi@ra 8. - V-iation of Nueaelt number with ratio of wall to bulk temperature for ladnar flow of liquid
motile with oormtant thermal oonduot ivlt y .
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